The vanishing man: A Prequel to the Charles Lenox Series
by Charles Finch
“London, 1853: the theft of an antique painting sends Detective Lenox on a hunt for a criminal mastermind”

The golden tresses of the dead
by C. Alan Bradley
Setting up shop to solve crimes, twelve-year-old Flavia de Luce, aided by trusty gardener Dogger, investigates a grisly discovery in her older sister’s wedding cake.

Unto us a son is given
by Donna Leon
Commissario Guido Brunetti investigates a young man that an elderly family friend, Gonzalo Rodriguez de Tejada, plans to adopt, but his case is complicated when Gonzalo dies and the man organizing a memorial is murdered shortly thereafter.

The man who died
by Antti Tuomainen
A successful entrepreneur in the mushroom industry, Jaakko Kaunismaa is a man in his prime. At just 37 years of age, he is shocked when his doctor tells him that he’s dying. What is more, the cause is discovered to be prolonged exposure to toxins; in other words, someone has slowly but surely been poisoning him.

The good sister
by Gillian McAllister
An American debut by a best-selling author from the U.K. finds the bond between two devoted sisters tested in the wake of a devastating murder and revelations about what really happened.

Who slays the wicked?
by C. S Harris
Assisting Bow Street magistrate Sir Henry Lovejoy when a dissolute young gentleman is brutally murdered, Sebastian St. Cyr scrambles to find the killer to exonerate his wrongly implicated niece. By the author of Why Kill the Innocent.

Forgotten Bones
by Vivian Barz
An unlikely pair teams up to investigate a brutal murder in a haunting thriller that walks the line between reality and impossibility.

The Bitterroots
by C. J. Box
Former police officer-turned-private investigator Cassie Dewell reluctantly accepts a sexual assault defense case before her search for answers among twisted family loyalties reignites the ghosts of her own past.

The whisperer
by Karin Fossum
After receiving threatening letters, a woman watches her carefully structured and deliberately isolated life begin to unravel, involving her in a man’s death and an interrogation with Inspector Sejer.

Bones of the earth
by Eliot Pattison
Inspector Shan realizes he is being caught in the middle of a dangerous power struggle after a Tibetan monk is accused of using Buddhist magic to murder Chinese soldiers. By the Edgar Award-winning author of The Skull Mantra.